Airdrill brings you the best when it comes to the new EzyLoad Rod Handler, the answer to all your Blast Hole Drill Rod Handling requirements.

We have designed and built a specialised machine to handle your most challenging needs without fail. The EzyLoad transports the rod straight to the drill, removing one more high risk task from your workplace.

Stay current with the need for fast and simple, engineered to last, and completely hands free. The EzyLoad is simple to operate and fits onto any suitable truck mounted crane and is easily removed to allow for normal use.

It is built around adjustability, productivity and performance and engineered to perform in the harshest environments.

With its operating technique, there is no more waiting to do a rod change - Change the rods on the pattern and take the old rods away at the same time.

From 4m to 10m in road length and 4 inch to 9 5/8 inch in rod size, its lifting capacity can hold up to 2200kg.

There are many more benefits of the EzyLoad.

- Turn Key package options
- Remote control keeps personnel away from the work area
- Failsafe operation using patented energise to open system
- No more waiting for a float to transport the drill to the workshop
- Fully automated grease system
- Ezy to replace jaw inserts
- Full training available

EzyLoad Rod Handler
1969
The space race was won, the Beatles gave their last live performance and the upgrade of the Indian Pacific railway from Perth to Sydney was finally completed. It was the end of an era. The time was ripe for a brand new vision.

1969
The birth of Airdrill and a brand new vision for Australian drilling.

Founded in 1969 as a service and repair operation for the drilling industry in the iron ore regions of Western Australia, Airdrill are now a leading supplier of specialist Drilling Rigs in Australia.

Airdrill quickly made a name for themselves due to their reliability and efficiency in rig repairs and service. As a result their work soon grew from managing a handful of repairs to undertaking major rig rebuilds. With specialist knowledge of the unique demands of the harsh Australian climate and the things that regularly cause break-downs and lost hours, Airdrill soon found that by combining this unique knowledge with the top quality rigs from leading drill rig manufacturer Schramm Inc, they could go on to provide, not only the best service and repairs in the industry, but also the best rig solutions to drilling challenges in Australia and on into Asia. Schramm have been manufacturing drill rigs in the USA for over 110 years. Evolving to meet the ever-changing needs of the mining and exploration world, Schramm Inc began manufacturing top head drive hydraulic drilling rigs in the early 1950s and then went on to introduce their TeleMast® system to the world in the mid 90s.

TeleMast® equipped rigs, with their fast set up, short transport length and small foot print have proved themselves to be invaluable additions to onsite machinery, proving yet again that Airdrill & Schramm retain a keen eye on the demands and needs of the drilling industry.

Airdrill and Schramm formalised their working relationship in 1994 making Airdrill Pty Ltd the sole distributor for the Schramm Rotadrill® in the Australasian region. This has resulted in Airdrill being the only external manufacturer of Schramm Rotadrills in the world. But it is not enough just to supply the rigs. Airdrill understand that every rig, no matter how well designed and manufactured, will need maintaining and servicing to keep it in top working condition. Therefore, staying true to their roots, Airdrill still provide a comprehensive service of repair, service and technical backup in addition to rig manufacture and sales.

With one eye firmly on the future Airdrill continue to stay ahead of the game, ensuring that they meet each new challenge brought by changes in drilling environments and exploration needs. 1969 saw the end of one era but the beginning of another – the Airdrill Era.